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The understanding of fractions both conceptually and procedurally is critical for students’ 

mathematical proficiency since the topic of fractions is closely related to the other content 

domains of mathematics such as algebra and measurement (Bailey, Hoard, Nugent, & 

Geary, 2012; Ministry of National Education [MoNE], 2018). In spite of its importance 

and strong relevance, students have some difficulties when they are learning fractions 

(Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2006; Pantziara & Philippou, 2012). Researchers explain 

that one of the reasons for these difficulties results from not being able to recognize the 

differences between whole numbers and rational numbers. Hence, they do not accept 

fractions as a single number, instead, they see them as two discrete numbers separated by 

a horizontal bar (Ni & Zhou, 2005). Students having troubles due to their lack of 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study is to examine whether or not pre-service elementary teachers are able to pose 

appropriate problems for the subtraction of fractions, if not, to determine the types of errors made in 

their posed problems. A qualitative research method was used in this study and the data were collected 

from 83 pre-service elementary teachers in the spring 2017 academic semester of a public university in 

Turkey using a Problem Posing Test. The test consisted of four items related to the subtraction of 

fractions given in number sentences. Findings showed that most of the pre-service elementary teachers 

could not appropriately pose problems and made distinct types of errors. It was found that the two most 

common errors were failing to include subtraction in the question root and expressing the subtrahend 

fraction as a certain amount of the minuend fraction. Teacher educators can integrate problem posing 

activities in their courses to give pre-service teachers opportunities to pose problems. 
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knowledge of properties of fractions, try to subtract fractions separately such as 
4

6
 for 

5

8
 – 

1

2
 (Newton, Willard, & Teufel, 2014). Another reason for students’ difficulties is that 

“fractions comprise a multifaceted construct” (Charalambous, 2007; Lamon, 1999). That 

is, fractions consist of sub-constructs namely part-whole, measure, quotient, operator, and 

ratio (Kieren, 1993). However, most of the textbooks focus on only part-whole sub-

construct of fractions and define fractions as “a part of a whole” (Carraher, 1996). If 

students are not able to know the differences or similarities among these sub-constructs, 

then they would not make sense of the fractions conceptually and hence would have 

difficulties and misconceptions. Comprehending these sub-constructs is crucial both to 

apply the necessary procedures to solve the problems related to the subtraction of 

fractions and to understand the underlying reasons behind these procedures (Hecht, 

1998).  

The problems for the subtraction of fractions may have the meanings of separating and 

comparing (Cathcart, Pothier, Vance, & Bezuk, 2003). Knowing the difference between 

these meanings may not be necessary for students; however, it is important for teachers 

to help struggling students. At this point, problem posing activities focusing on the 

different meanings of the subtraction of fractions may help students notice these 

differences. Furthermore, teachers can help students be aware of how the topic of 

fractions is related to the real world by means of these activities (Abu-Elwan, 2002). 

Apart from showing the connections between the fractions and the real world, problem 

posing activities improve students’ reasoning and problem solving skills (Crespo & 

Sinclair, 2008; Kilic, 2017; NCTM, 2000). To effectively carry out these activities and 

hence to make positive contributions to students’ engagement in mathematics, first of all, 

teachers need to be able to pose appropriate problems.  

Problem Posing 

Starting from 1987, researchers have used different terms such as problem formulation, 

problem generation, or problem generation in reference to the term of problem posing 

(Brown & Walter, 1993; Kilpatrick, 1987; Silver, 1994). For example, Silver (1994) uses 

the term of problem generation which refers to “both the generation of new problems and 

the reformulation of given problems that can take place before, during, or after the act of 

problem solving” (p. 19).  In 1989 National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) 

highlighted the importance of integrating problem posing activities in mathematics by 

stating that students “should also have some experience recognizing and formulating their 

own problems, an activity that is at the heart of doing mathematics (p. 138). Similarly, in 

1991 the NCTM stated that “students should be given opportunities to formulate problems 

from given situations and create new problems by modifying the conditions of a given 

problem” (p. 95). While students pose their problems, they would depend on their 

previous knowledge which would provide opportunities for themselves to make 

connections among different mathematical ideas (Silver, 1994). In another study, Silver 

and Cai (2005) mention that students find chances to participate in "authentic 

mathematical activity" if they are allowed to pose their problems (p. 129). Problem posing 

activities also enable students to have “some ownership of the mathematics" (Barlow & 

Cates, 2006, p. 69). Apart from the advantages of integrating problem posing activities 

for students into the classroom, researchers have noted these activities can be useful to 

teachers in assessing students' understanding of mathematics (Barlow & Cates, 2006). 

Similarly; Silver, Kilpatrick, and Schlesinger (1990) assert that teachers can notice their 

students’ misconceptions or difficulties by means of problem posing activities. That is, 
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teachers should not only see the problem posing as a goal of the instruction, but also see 

it as a way of the instruction (Kilpatrick, 1987).  

Researchers have accepted and used problem posing activities as one of the important 

ways to improve mathematics instruction since 1989 (Brown & Walter, 2005; Crespo & 

Sinclair, 2008). Then, different researchers developed frameworks considering the stages 

of problem posing activities (Silver, 1994), processes of problem posing activities 

(Christou, Mousoulides, Pittalis, Pitta-Pantazi, & Sriraman, 2005), and classifying 

problem posing activities into situations of problems posed (Stoyanova & Ellerton, 1996). 

Silver (1994), who suggests the first of these frameworks, accepts that problem posing 

can take place prior to problem solving in addition to during and after problem solving. 

If a problem solver is generating a new problem from a given problem, it will be an 

example of prior problem posing. On the other hand, if the problem solver is generating 

a new problem while engaging in the given problem, then it will be an example of during 

problem posing. Finally, if the problem solver examines the given problem to generate 

other related problems or to extend the problem using his/her mathematical knowledge, 

then it will be referred to as after problem posing. 

Another framework used to classify problem posing situations is introduced by Christou 

and his colleagues (2005) and depends on the thinking processes used by students in order 

to pose problems. Their framework consists of “editing quantitative information, 

selecting quantitative information, comprehending and organizing quantitative 

information, and translating quantitative information from one form to another” (Christou 

et al., 2005, p. 151). Editing quantitative information is related to situations in which 

students are asked to pose a problem without any limitations. On the other hand, the 

process of selecting quantitative information asks students to pose a problem for a specific 

answer. The process of selecting quantitative information is more difficult for students 

compared to the process of editing quantitative information as they must be able to 

understand both the context of a problem and the relationships among information given 

in the problem. Comprehending and organizing quantitative information refers to 

situations that require students to pose problems for given equations. In the process of 

translating quantitative information, students are given graphs, charts, or tables and are 

asked to pose a problem using the information presented in these representations. 

Another framework developed by Stoyanova and Ellerton (1996) distinguishes problem 

posing situations as free, semi-structured and structured. Considering their explanation, 

while free problem posing situation refers to a situation in which students are asked to 

pose problems without any restrictions, a semi-structured problem posing situation refers 

to a situation in which students are given a problem, a picture, or a diagram and asked to 

pose a similar problem to the given problem or asked to pose a problem using the picture 

or diagram. Finally, structured problem posing situations refers to a situation in which 

students are asked to reformulate or manipulate the given problem.  

By combining the frameworks of Christou and his colleagues (2005) and Stoyanova and 

Ellerton (1996), Kilic (2013b) suggests another problem posing framework. Similar to 

Stoyanova and Ellerton’s framework (1996), Kilic (2013b) distinguishes problem posing 

situations as free, semi-structured and structured. However, Kilic (2013b) also elaborates 

the free problem posing situations into two kind of situations which are posing a difficult 

problem and posing problem for a specific topic. While semi-structured problem posing 

situation is related to editing and translating situations, structured problem posing 

situations is related to comprehending and selecting. Considering the above explained 

frameworks, Stoyanova and Ellerton’s model (1996) is a better fit for this study because 

it enables to examine pre-service elementary teachers’ semi-structured problems posed 
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for the subtraction of fractions. Specifically, the present study attempts to answer the 

following research questions:  

 What are the meanings, including separating and comparing, emphasized in the 

problems posed by pre-service elementary teachers for the subtraction of 

fractions? 

 What are the different types of errors in the problems posed by pre-service 

elementary teachers for the subtraction of fractions? 

Method 

As the purpose is to examine whether or not pre-service elementary teachers are able to 

pose appropriate problems for the subtraction of fractions, if not, to determine the types 

of errors made in their posed problems, this study was based on a qualitative research 

method. 

Participants 

A convenience sampling technique was used including 83 pre-service elementary 

teachers enrolled in the course of The Methods of Teaching Mathematics in the spring 

2017 semester 2017 of a public university in Turkey. This course is a 14-week course 

designed to help pre-service elementary teachers deepen their knowledge of mathematics 

by focusing on instructional methods and strategies for teaching fundamental 

mathematical concepts of elementary school mathematics. Specifically, this course is 

designed to focus on fractions, geometry, measurement, and data analysis. That is, it is 

expected that pre-service elementary teachers would be better prepared to pedagogically 

teach the above-mentioned topics. Pre-service elementary teachers who agreed to be 

volunteers of the study was assigned a code, namely, PT1, PT2, PT3, … PT83.  

Data Collection 

A Problem Posing Test (PPT), including four items related to the subtraction of fractions 

given in number sentences, was developed by the author of this study. The pre-service 

elementary teachers were administered the PPT and asked to pose story problems whose 

solutions required to use these number sentences. Specifically, each item was comprised 

of two fractions with a proper fraction and a mixed fraction (see Table 1).  

Table 1.  

Items and the Characteristics of the Items in the PPT 

Items Characteristics 

Write a story problem for  
5

6
  –  

1

6
 = ? 

Subtraction of proper fractions where the 

difference is a proper fraction 

Write a story problem for  
3

4
  –  

1

8
  = ?  

Subtraction of proper fractions where the 

difference is a proper fraction 

Write a story problem for  1
5

6
  –  

1

6
  = ? 

Subtraction of a proper fraction from a mixed 

fraction where the difference is a mixed 

fraction 

 
(continued) 
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Table 1. (continued)  

Write a story problem for  1
3

4
  –  

1

8
  = ? 

Subtraction of a proper fraction from a mixed 

fraction where the difference is a mixed 

fraction 

Before conducting the study, the pre-service elementary teachers were provided with an 

information sheet explaining the purpose of this study, mentioning that their answers 

would be used for research purposes only, and would be kept confidential. Furthermore, 

they were provided 45 minutes to complete the Problem Posing Test.  

Data Analysis 

To examine whether or not the pre-service elementary teachers are able to pose problems 

for the subtraction of fractions, an analysis was conducted in three steps: categorizing 

their answers as problem, not-a-problem, or unable to pose a problem, identifying the 

meanings emphasized in their problems, and detecting the errors made in their problems 

using the categorical analysis. For the study purposes, after investigating pre-service 

elementary teachers’ problems for the second item in the PPT, errors determined in 

previous studies were used as a guide to determine their errors in the posed problems (Ma, 

1999; McAllister & Beaver, 2012). Specifically, 10 different kinds of errors in pre-service 

elementary teachers’ story problems for 
3

4
  –  

1

8
  = ? were determined. The first one, (SE1) 

refers to expressing the subtrahend fraction over the remainder of the whole. While the 

second kind of error, (SE2), occurs when pre-service elementary teachers fail to establish 

a part-whole relationship, the third one (SE3) occurs when they attribute natural number 

meaning to the result of the operation. The fourth one, (SE4) refers to confusing units. 

Attributing natural number meaning to the fractions is another kind of error, (SE5). When 

pre-service elementary teachers fail to express the operation in the question root, then the 

error type is coded as (SE6). Another type of error, (SE7), is related to attributing a value 

to the whole. Another type of error, (SE8), occurs when pre-service elementary teachers 

express the subtrahend fraction as a certain amount of minuend fraction. Making logical 

errors are coded as SE9 and expressing the fractions over the different wholes are coded 

as SE10. Throughout the analysis process, the pre-service elementary teachers’ problems 

were also examined by the second coder to reduce the researcher bias and to ensure the 

credibility of the study. The author and the second coder came together and discussed if 

any inconsistencies existed, after analyzing the data separately. Furthermore, to minimize 

the inferences that the author might make, direct quotations were used to report the 

findings of this study. Specifically, pre-service elementary teachers’ problems were 

presented in English and then in Turkish given in figures throughout the findings part of 

this study.  

Findings 

After the findings related to the meanings emphasized by the pre-service elementary 

teachers in their posed problems were presented, the type of errors made in these problems 

was explored. 

The Meanings of the Problems Posed for the Subtraction of Fractions  

To identify the meanings focused on in pre-service elementary teachers’ story problems 

for the second item in the PPT, their posed problems were analyzed regardless of whether 

the problems were correct or not, and the meanings of them are presented in Table 2.  
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Table 2.  

The Distribution of Meanings Focused on in the Second Item of the PPT 

 
 Problem  

Unable to 

Pose 
Separate Compare Others 

Write a story problem for  
3

4
  –  

1

8
 = ? 38 6 5 34 

 

Table 2 shows the distribution of meanings focused on in the pre-service elementary 

teachers’ problems in addressing fraction subtraction. According to the table, for the 

subtraction of fractions, the separate problems involving separation of quantities is 

predominant. Figure 1 shows an example of appropriate posing of separation problem. 

For Figure 1, the pre-service elementary teacher PT5 wrote: “
3

4
 of a jug is filled with water. 

1

8
 of this jug is poured into a glass. How much water is left in the jug?” 

 

Figure 1. Appropriate posing: Separate 

Furthermore, as can be seen from the table, most of the pre-service elementary teachers 

could not pose a subtraction problem for the given mathematical expression. While five 

of the pre-service elementary teachers posed a problem requiring an operation other than 

subtraction, six of them posed a problem focusing on the compare meaning of subtraction. 

One of these problems is as follows: “Ayse buys two same size cakes (strawberry and 

chocolate) for her guests as a dessert to serve with tea. While Ayse divides the strawberry 

cake into 4 equal pieces and serves three pieces of them to some of the guests, she divides 

the chocolate cake into eight pieces and serves one piece of them to the remaining guests. 

How much more do the guests who are served with the strawberry cake eat compared to 

the guests who are served with the chocolate one?” corresponds to the comparing meaning 

of the subtraction. 

 

Figure 2. Appropriate posing: Comparing 
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The Error Types in the Problems Posed for the Subtraction of Fractions  

To identify what kind of errors made by the pre-service elementary teachers in their 

problems, problems with error(s) were identified and the frequencies of these errors are 

given below: 

Table 3.  

The distribution of Answers Given to the Second item of the PPT 

 
Errorless With Error 

Unable to 

Pose 

Write a story problem for  
3

4
  –  

1

8
 = ? 15 34 34 

 

As can be seen from the table, only 15 of 83 pre-service elementary teachers successfully 

posed a problem for the second item of the PPT, and 34 pre-service elementary teachers 

posed problems with at least one error or could not pose a problem. Analysis of the 

problems with errors demonstrated that the pre-service elementary teachers made four 

types of errors: (a) expressing the subtrahend fraction over the remainder of whole (SE1), 

(b) attributing natural number meaning to the result of the operation (SE3), (d) failure in 

expressing the operation in the question root (SE6), (f) expressing the subtrahend fraction 

as a certain amount of minuend fraction (SE8). The distribution of these error types is 

given in Table 4.  

Table 4.  

The Distribution of Error Types for the Second Item of the PPT 

 SE1 SE2 SE3 SE4 SE5 SE6 SE7 SE8 SE9 SE10 

Write a story problem for 

3

4
  –  

1

8
 = ? 

1 0 8 0 0 21 0 16 0 0 

 

As it is seen from the table when the pre-service elementary teachers were asked to pose 

a story problem for 
3

4
  –  

1

8
 = ?, most of them posed a problem with an SE6 error, and all 

of these pre-service elementary teachers used the multiplication operation in their posed 

problems. The example given below shows an instance of a pre-service elementary 

teacher’s failure in expressing the subtraction in the question root. 

“We have 
3

4
  of a bread for our breakfast. I ate 

1

8
 of the bread that we have. How much of 

the whole bread did I eat?” 

 

Figure 3. A problem with SE6 
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Sixteen pre-service elementary teachers made an error of type SE8, which results from 

expressing the subtrahend fraction as a certain amount of the minuend fraction. When the 

problems with SE8 were examined, it was seen that the pre-service elementary teachers 

understood that the minuend fraction represented a certain amount of a whole; however, 

they could not discover that the subtrahend fraction represents a certain amount of the 

same whole as well. A typical example of these problems was “Ali bought a cake and 

separated 
3

4
  of the cake for himself. Then, Ali gave 

1

8
 of the cake that had reserved for 

himself to Ayse. What fraction of the cake is now left for Ali?” PT8’ statement, “gave 
1

8
 

of the cake that had reserved for himself”, refers to expressing the subtrahend fraction [
1

8
] 

as a certain amount of the minuend fraction [
3

4
] in the above problem and this expression 

requires the multiplication of 
1

8
 and 

3

4
 rather than the subtraction of 

1

8
 from 

3

4
. That is, the 

necessary mathematical expression for PT8’s problem should be 
3

4
  – ( 

1

8
 × 

3

4
 ); hence the 

problem also contains another type of error, SE6, which is related to failure to include the 

subtraction operation in the question root. 

 

Figure 4. A problem with SE8 

Eight pre-service elementary teachers attributed natural number meaning to the result of 

the operation. Of those pre-service elementary teachers who made the error SE3 failed to 

articulate the question root of the problem (Figure 5). 

“Ali bought a cake and divided it into 8 equal slices. While Ali ate 
3

4
 of the cake, Ali’s 

sister ate 
1

8
 of it. How many more slices did Ali eat compared to Ali’s sister?” 

 

Figure 5. A problem with SE3 

 

The last type of error observed in the pre-service elementary teachers’ problems is SE1. 

The example below demonstrates how a pre-service elementary teacher, PT36, made the 

error SE1 by expressing the subtrahend fraction over the remainder of the whole. 

“While I read 
3

4
 of a book today, I am planning to read 

1

8
 of the remaining part of the book 

tomorrow. How much more book will I have read today than tomorrow?” 
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Figure 6. A problem with SE1 

Since PT36 used the term “remaining”, the subtrahend fraction, which is 
1

8
 in the above 

problem, does not represent a certain amount of a whole; instead, it represents a certain 

amount of 
1

4
. Therefore, the mathematical expression for the problem should be 

3

4
 – ( 

1

8
 × 

1

4
) = ? rather than 

3

4
  –  

1

8
 = ? 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The purpose of this study was to examine if pre-service elementary teachers were able to 

pose appropriate problems for the subtraction of fractions, if not, then, to determine the 

common errors made in their posed problems. When their problems were examined 

considering the meanings emphasized in their problems, it was seen that most of them 

focused on the separate meaning of the subtraction operation. However, more than half 

of the pre-service elementary teachers (68/83) could not able to pose an appropriate 

problem. Specifically, 34 pre-service elementary teachers could not even pose a problem 

for the given expression.  

Similar to the studies in national and international contexts, pre-service teachers have 

difficulties in problem posing activities for the topic of fractions (Kar & Isik, 2014; Kilic, 

2013a; Luo, 2009; Rizvi 2004; Toluk-Ucar, 2009). The failure of these pre-service 

elementary teachers is critical as it affects students’ understanding of fractions (Crespo & 

Sinclair, 2008). Furthermore, MoNE (2018) emphasizes that students are able to solve 

and pose problems which calculating with fractions. Of the problems posed for the given 

expression, more than half of them had errors, and the two most common errors were 

failing to include subtraction in the question root, SE6, and expressing the subtrahend 

fraction as a certain amount of the minuend fraction, SE8. McAllister and Beaver (2012) 

explain that although pre-service elementary teachers are asked to pose a problem for “a 

– b”, they tend to pose a problem for “a – (a×b)” (p. 94). Similar to the explanation above, 

most of the pre-service elementary teachers in this study posed a problem for  
3

4
  – ( 

1

8
 × 

3

4
 ) instead of (

3

4
  –  

1

8
). Actually, SE6 and SE8 are closely related to each other as the pre-

service elementary teachers used multiplication to express the subtrahend fraction as a 

certain amount of the minuend fraction and hence failed to express subtraction in the 

question root.  

One reason for this difficulty in including subtraction in the question root seems to be 

related to not being able to refer both the subtrahend and minuend fractions to a single 

whole. Actually, a similar result was found in Kar and Isik’s (2014) study in which the 

students were asked to pose a problem for a number sentence related to the fractions, they 

were not able to include the subtraction operation in the question root of their problems. 

The pre-service elementary teachers’ difficulties may stem from the fact that they “have 

never been asked to pose problems” (Rizvi, 2004, p. 15). Therefore, teacher educators 

can integrate problem posing activities in their courses to give pre-service teachers 

opportunities to pose problems.  Johnston and Ahtee (2006) emphasize that teacher 
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education programs need to prepare pre-service teachers to their future teaching 

profession by making them be aware of students’ errors. The error types determined in 

this study could also be used as a guide by teacher educators to inform pre-service 

elementary teachers about possible errors.  Furthermore, the underlying reasons for pre-

service elementary teachers’ errors can be discussed throughout the methods of teaching 

mathematics courses. Since, the focus of this study, the subtraction of fractions, is a small 

part of the curriculum, further studies can be conducted whether or not pre-service 

elementary teachers’ answers are similar for the other operations of fractions.  
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